
AIDA II WRECK (Big Brother)
It’s a wreck about 1426 tons, sunk in 1957 in the northwest of Big Brother
The Zodiac will drop you along the reef before the wreck in the direcon 
of the current. You will go down along the wall; aer reaching 30 meters, 
you will discover “Aida wreck”. You will see in first a large hole where 
handing ropes covered with mulcolored Alcyonarians. If you look inside, 
you could admire some clouds of Glass fish.You will connue your you could admire some clouds of Glass fish.You will connue your 
exploraon coming by the back (-40m) where you could admire an 
explosion of colors. Indeed the ship’s rails are covered of mulcolored 
Alcyonarians turning the wreck into a beauful coral garden.

NUMIDIA WRECK (big brother)
It’s a wreck about 130 meters long, 6400 ton located on the northern p 
of “Big Brother” since his sinking in July 1901.This ship made its first trip 
from Glasgow with rail equipment to India. Nowadays it’s rest on side, 
almost vercally between 10 and 80 feet deep, “In the blue” you will be 
able to observe grays or hammers sharks. It’s their domain.
Then we will dri with the current on either side of the reef.Then we will dri with the current on either side of the reef.
Once our back jump, we will go down to admire the wreckage covered 
of a large number of Alcyonarians colorful and teeming with life.

WELCOME ON OUR “GOLDEN TRIANGLE – BDE” Cruise.
A cruise in a middle of the Red Sea which will delight the passionate of 
sharks, shipwrecks and stunning drop offs full of dizzying colors. 
This one is known by the divers as “GOLDEN TRIANGLE” for the quality 
of its dives spots, which will take you in a middle of the Red Sea; As you 
can see on the map above-cons, our trip will form a triangle between 
these 3 islets and reefs. The 2 islets of “Brothers”, remote of 1 km, are 
located at more than 6 hours navigaon of the Egypans coasts, off located at more than 6 hours navigaon of the Egypans coasts, off 
El Quseir. Daedalus is at 8 h navigaon of  “Brothers” and at 50 miles 
from Marsa Alam. Elphinstone which is closer to the coast at about 2 
hours of Marsa Alam A cruise by excellence for the vercal walls 
enthusiasts, where offshore currents are oen present The pelagic 
fauna, gorgonians and alcyonarians abound

SOME DIVES ON OUR “GOLDEN TRIANGLE”



DAEDALUS NORTH SIDE
A dive that we shall make at twilight
It’s on the north fall of Daedalus which is the most exposed on the 
dominant current that we are going to have most luck to make some 
beauful meengs with pelagic Indeed, it’s really frequent to evaluate 
with a bench about twenty hammerhead sharks. Jack fishes and tunas 
also are frequently present on the spot.also are frequently present on the spot.
We shall leave the deep zone to explore the fall which required all our 
aenon by the variety of ris and overhangs.
We can observe numerous branches of black corals which colonized 
the reef.
During your ascent, think to look up you can see barracudas which are 
also on this area.

THE NORTH PLATEAU OF “SMALL BROTHER”
We shall quickly dive aer our back jump. We shall come down unl 
35/40m above the north plateau. It’s here that you will have most luck to 
be able to observe grays and hammers sharks. It’s also possible to cross a 
nice manta ray and /or a moon fish (Mola Mola). We shall leave the 
plateau and the deep zone to go following the current on the west fall 
which abounds of life with alcyonarians of all colors, some beauful which abounds of life with alcyonarians of all colors, some beauful 
gorgonians and a fauna extremely varied with grouper, barracuda….
On this islet you will have the chance to see an incredible variety of sharks: 
Gray reef, Silky Shark, Tresher shark, Hammerhead shark, white p tail 
coral shark, and of course near oen to the surface this expected by all:  
the oceanic shark.



THE ROUTE
You will be welcome by our SEAFARI transfer staff from your exit of the airport hall.
A bus will accompany you, with your instructor to the boat which is located in Hurghada, Marsa Ghaleb or Marsa Alam.
The next day aer polices formalies, we shall weigh anchor towards our first coral reef for our “put in fins”.
We shall explore at leisure the reef, at the end of the aernoon; we shall take off in direcon of “Brothers Island”. 
The next day in the morning, we shall be glad to wake up on Small Brother, where we shall do our dive early in the 
morning.morning.
Aer to have explored the beauful falls of Small Brothers, we shall cross the kilometer of the sea which separate it 
of “Big Brothers”.There, we shall have the leisure to admire 2 beauful wrecks on the North of the islet, the South 
Plateau and the fall.
We shall also berth on the island for who wish to visit the lighthouse. It’s a military lighthouse around 30 meters, 
built in 1883 by Brish people.You will reach the top aer the climbing of 140 stairs and 2 metallic scales; a nice ballad 
especially in the late aernoon to observe the sunset.
Aer diner, we shall set course for the south; direcon Daedalus that we shall reach aer 8hours of navigaon. Aer diner, we shall set course for the south; direcon Daedalus that we shall reach aer 8hours of navigaon. 
We shall dive early in the morning, at our arrival, to be able to meet the hammerhead sharks. 
Another lighthouse built in 1931 by Brish people is located on this very big reef around 1 kilometer long can be also 
visited For the story a first lighthouse had been built by French people in 1863, it remained only 1 slab.
To achieve our Triangle, we just need to set course for north / east to navigate unl the mythical Elphinstone reef.

THE NORTH PLATEAU OF ELPHINSTONE
We shall get into the water very early in the morning. Aer our back jump 
from the Zodiac we shall go down along the end of the reef to reach the 
plateau at 20m of depth you will cross an impressive life we shall pursue 
our descent unl 40m. Here around the ri and in the current frequently 
evolve hammerhead sharks, and grey sharks.
We shall stay to observe them, and then we shall ascent along the plateau We shall stay to observe them, and then we shall ascent along the plateau 
to go to the East or West fall, depending the current and the briefing.
We shall observe all the treasure of the fall with all its mulcolored 
Alcyonarians, gorgonian whip. 
Don’t forget to look regularly into the “blue” you will have the chance to see frequently some sharks silhouee.
Above your head you will see barracudas.
At the end of your dive, in the stop area, take the me to stroll by looking on the top of the reef where you will 
contemplated a great number of fishes having found refuge among a great variety of colorful hard corals.contemplated a great number of fishes having found refuge among a great variety of colorful hard corals.
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